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Abstract 

This paper r.onsiders the single hyperbolic conservation law in two space dimensions: 

The Riemann problem in several space dimensions is the initial value problem when the initial values are 

constant. on a finite number of wedges meeting in a single point.. Tn ser.t.ion one we present a nulW'rir.al method 

for solving this problem if t.he funr.t.ions J and g are piecewise linear and cont.inous with a finite number- of 

hre.akpoint."'. Tn ser.t.ion two we obtain stahilit.y estimates fm the computed ROlution with respect to the initial 

valueA"' of J a.nd g. We can then show existence and uniqueness in L1 if the initial function can he appmximated 

hy polygonwiAe r.onstant. functions and hru~ r.ompact. suppor-t, and if the flux funt.ions can he appmximat.ed hy 

piecewise line.ar cnrveA"'. Tn section fom we show .t.hat if the ROlnt.ion is sufficiently smooth, it will satisfy an 

entr-opy condition. Some of these r-esult.'! wer-e pr-esented at the fonrt.h European Symposium on Enhanced Oil 

Recover-y [12]. 

1. Introduction 

An existence theorem for weak solutions of 

au+ aj(u) + og(u) = 0 
at . ax oy 1.1 

u(O, x, y) = uo(x, y) 

was proved in 1966 by Conway and Smaller [1]. They used a finite difference scheme which 
was an adaptation of Lax's [2] scheme for proving existence in the one-dimensional case. In 
1970 Krusjkov [3] gave an existence and uniqueness theorem via the "vanishing viscosity" 
method, using that solutions to viscosity equations obey a maximum principle. \iVagner 
[4] constructed the entropy solution iff = g and both f and g convex, and the inital data 

t Deceased on Jan nar-y 24, 1988. 
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constant in each of the four quadrants. Lindquist (5],(6] also dealt with the case f = g, 
letting f have a limited number of inflectiqn points and with more general inital data. 

Tung and Xu-Xi (7] solved the quadrant inital data problem if (:::~:})' # 0, and f and 

g piecewise smooth. This two dimensional Riemann problem arises in applications, for 
instance in simulating petroleum reservoirs using a front tracking method, see (8] and the 
references therein. 

Let (x, y) E R2 and consider (1.1). Assume f and g are almost everywhere differen
tiable and continuous functions from R --+ R and u0 is bounded and measurable. By a 
solution to this equation is meant a weak solution in the sense that 

J J J uZ +f(u)~: +g(u)~;dxdydt+ J J uo(x,y)cp(O,x,y)dxdy=O 1.2 

t>O R2 R2 

for all continously differentiable test functions cp = cp(t, x, y) with compact support. 
We now assume that f and g are piecewise linear continuous functions. Using the 

results in [9] we can then solve the Riemann-problem consisting of two states only, seperated 
by a straight line. The solution to this will be a number of straight lines parallel to the 
original line and moving away from each other. This can now be used to solve the Riemann 
problem outside a circle about the origin, where no interaction of fronts takes place. Given 
the solution in this area, one can then work out a solution in the whole plane by considering 
the intersection points of such lines. 

We then use the Riemann-solution to construct the solution to more general initial 
value problems. We approximate the initial value function by a polygonwise constant 
function. Then we solve the Riemann-problems which are independant until they interact, 
whereupon we again have an initial value function which is polygonwise constant and the 
process is repeated. 

For this we can obtain stability estimates both with respect to the flux-functions f and 
g , and with respect to the initial data. These estimates, together with suitable sequences 
{(fn,9n)} and {uo,n}, then makes it possible to prove that the solutions computed by 
this method converges. If the limit function has sufficiently smooth discontinuities, if will 
satisfy an entropy inequality across such. 

2. The Riemann-problem . 

In what follows let f and g be piecewise linear functions. First we examine the case 
where uo only takes two values, let these two be separated by a straight line; which we will 
name a front or a shock. One can now introduce coordinates perpendicular and parallel 
to the front. The solution to_ this problem will then consist of a number of fronts, each 
beeing a straight line parallel to the initial front. (See e.g.(9] and figure 1.) Assume now 
that f and g only have one breakepoint (at u2 ) in between the two values of u0 , say at 
u1 and u3 respectivly. Assume further that the solution does not involve splitting of the 
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front. Now let crfj = h'j(ui,uj), and let Uij = (crG,crf). Then the unsplit front will move 
in the direction of its own normal, with a speed given by 

.......... ((u3-u2)u2J+(u2-u1)u12) ..... 
a 13 · n = · n 

U3- U1 

where ii is the unit normal to the front. If r is a coordinate in the normal direction of the 
front and h( u, ii) = (!( u), g( u)) · ii the equation becomes 

au+ ah(u) = 0 
at a, 

which is the one dimensional equation treated in eg. [9]. The solution of this problem 
involves a splitting of the front in case h( u, ii) is concave between u1 and UJ • Considering 
h as a function of the direction of the front we see that a splitting will occur when 512 · ii = 
523 · ii that is, the front is a parallel to the line between 512 and 523 . If the initial front 
turns further in this direction the solution will consist of two separate fronts moving apart. 
Both of these are weak solutions since they are weak one-dimensional solutions in the 
direction normal to themselves. 

Consider now the case where u0 takes three values u1 , u2 , u3 which are also the break
points off and g . Far from the origin all fronts are one-dimensional problems. Assume 
first that the (1, 3) will split up. Then we again have two separate problems moving apart. 
If (1, 3) will not be splitting then the solution can be found by the following algorithm: 
Move front (a, b) to Uab , then draw a line from the intersection of (1, 2) and (2, 3) to u13 
. this line is a front which completes the weak solution to this problem, and the solution 
is self similar under scaling ( t, x, y) --+ ( ct, ex, cy), c > 0 , since if one applies the same 
algorithm starting from t = t1 the "same" picture is obtained because all lines move lin
early and normally to themselves, and therefore their intersctions will also move linearly. 
It is a weak solution to the initial value problem since it is a weak solution to the problem 
starting at t 1 because u(t1 , x, y)--+ u 0 (x, y) in L1as t 1 --+ 0 . Note that the added line has 
a permissible direction. · 

If f and g have several breakpoints in between u 1 and UJ it may be that the (1, 3) 
front that extends from the intersection of the (1, 2) to the (2, 3) front has an unpermissible 
direction for such a front and should be split into several fronts. We will first show that 
we obtain a "good" solution if this front will split into two; a (3, *) and a (1, *) front. See 
figure 2. Here u1 < u,.. < u2 if u2 < u,.. < u3 the situation is similar. Since (1, 3) is unsplit 
the point 5 13 must be in sector A, else (1, 3) would split. Since (1, 2) is unsplit and 513 is 
on the line between 53* and uh , we have that uh lies in sector B. Now 512 is on the line 
between uh and uh , 52* is now fixed on the intersection of this line and the line from 
u23 through 53,.. . 

We find a triangle P1 P2P3 such that : 
P 1 is on the intersection of r and P3 ,23* 
P 2 is on the intersection of f3 and P 1 , a!* 
P3 is on the intersection of o: and P 2 ,-;,.2* 

See figure 3. Because of the locations of ah ,ah ,ah relative to the lines o: , r and 
f3 this is possible in a unique way. The triangle will look like figure 4. If we now assume 
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that the lines P1 P2 and P2P3 are permissible directions for (1, *) and (2, *) , then the 
following will be a solution by the same arguments used in the previous case. See figure 5 
and the example in [10]. To find a solution to this initial value problem in general one will 
only have to find a finite number of points Pi since f and g only have a finite number of 
breakpoints. To do this one has a system of linear equations, which at least almost always 
has a solution. The case where no solution can be found can be thought of as if the point 
in question lies at infinity. This means that we have infinite "speed of information" , i.e. 
that * or %f is infinite for some coordinate e, which cannot be the case. The correct 
solution to this Riemann-problem may look like figure 6. 

Now consider the general situation where f and g are piecewice linear continous func
tions with a finite number of breakpoints. Let u 0 taken values, u0 constant on wedges 
meeting at (0, 0) . This is a generalization of the algorithm from the last example: 

Far from the origin, treat each front as if it were the only one. It will split up into 
several half lines wich are moved to their respecive velocity points. Outside the area of 
interections, these fronts will be correct solutions. Now we construct the remaining fronts, 
a front reaches from a point towards its velocity point, extends until this or until the first 
intersection with a front that separates between one of the same u-values such that one can 
assign function values in a sector on one side of the intersection. A front has a permitted 
direction, and we do not construct unneccesary fronts, that is, if front (a, b) is permissible 
we do not split it further, this will ensure that the solution is self similar. 

By the same arguments as in the last example this gives a weak solution which is self 
similar and satisfies the Oleinik entropy condition for the single conservation law across 
each front exept at the points where several u-values meet. 

We will prove later that in L1 this is the only solution to this Riemann problem. By 
this method one can solve the initial value problem when the function u 0 is constant on 
a finite number of polygons. In this case the problem is a finite number of independent 
Riemann problems which can be solved independently until they interact. We will show 
that the T.V.(x,y) norm of the solution is nonincreasing in t . If the initial function is of 
bounded total variation then we have for almost all x andy: T.V.xiu(t,x,y)i < oo and 
T.V.ylu(t,x,y)l < oo respectivly. This implies that we cannot have an infinite number 
of collisions in finite time. If so the collision times would accumulate for some time t' , 
and since our solutions can take only a finite number of values at any time, and since the 
resulting fronts from a collision move apart, this implies the existence of sets X and Y , 
at least one of which is of positive measure, and for x E X and y E Y the total variation 
with respect to that variable is infinite. Since T.V.(r,y) = J T.V.rdy + J T.V.ydx this is 
impossible. 

If f = k · g then we have a stronger result. The solution will always stay constant on 
a finite number of intervals on each line y = kx + c , and on each such line the solution 
is constant in a finite number of regions for t > 0. If the initial function is constant on a 
finite number of polygons, we can construct the solution by pathing together such lines, 
this solution will then be constant on a finite number of regions in R 2 x R+. 
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3. Stability estimates 

In this section we will need a theorem from (11]: 

Theorem 3.1. Let u(t,x) and v(t,x) be solutions of 

8u + 8f(u) = 0 
fJt ax 

with the initial condition 

u(O,x)=uo(x) v(O, x) = vo(x) 

where u 0 and vo are bounded step functions with compact support and a finite number of 
discontinuities. Let f be piecewise linear with a finite number of breakpoints. Then 

J lu(t,x)- v(t,x)jdx $ J luo(x)- vo(x)jdx 

Proof: Although the proof is found in (11], we will include it here since the proof of the 
equivalent theorem for the two dimensional case is very similar. 

Assume that u0 and v0 are constant in the intervals Ij = (aj, aH1 ) for j = 1, ... , N 
and a 1 = -oo and aN = oo and ulli = We and viii = We'. We define the increasing 
sequence { si}f!+I by s1 = 1 and Si+I - Si = lc- c'j. 

Let H = 3sM+I· The sequence {uo,i}~:;+1 is defined by: 

uo,n(x)= 

We also have 

and 

uo, 
vo, 

W +. ( ')(n-3•j±2), , sign c-c 3 . 

W +. ( ') (n-3•j±1), , sign c-c 3 

W . ( )(n-3sjl, .!+sign e-c' 3 

if X E Ij, j > i 
if X E lj, j < i 
if E ( . 2a;+ai±1) x a,, 3 

'f E { 2a;+ai±1 a;+2aitl ) 
1 X 3 ' 3 

'f E { a;+2aitl } 1 x 3 . , ai+I 

Uo,3 = Uo 

Uo,H = Vo 

{ u0 , for x E Ijj ~ i 
uo,3 "i = v0 , for x E Ijj $ i- 1 

uo,i and uo,i+I are identical exept on a third of an Ij interval where the difference 
between them is the minimum possible; We - We'. We also have that 

H-1 

luo - vo I = L luo,i- uo,i+II 
i=3 
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Let ui(t, x) be the solution to the initial value problem with initial value uo,i· Assume we 
are able to prove that 

J jui(t,x)- Ui+l(t,x)jdx $ J luo,i(x)- uo,i+1(x)jdx 3.2 

Then we obtain 

H-1 J ju- vjdx $ ?= J jui(t,x)- Ui+1(t,x)jdx 
•=3 

H-1 

< ?= J l~o,i(x)- uo,i+1(x)jdx = J luo- voldx 
•=3 

Therefore it is sufficient to prove 3.2. The shock fronts are straight lines not parallel with 
the x-axis, and therefore J jui(t,x)- Ui+ 1(t,x)jdx is continuous and piecewise linear in 
t. To prove 3.2 it is sufficient to show that for any t the right derivative 8~+ (J lui( t, x) -
ui+l (t, x )jdx) $ 0 . Let c = uo,i and d = uo,i+1 . We have four cases. First two cases 
depending on whether c and d are equal on the middle third or on the left or right third 
of an interval. H the two functions are equal on the left this is eqivalent to equality on 
the right third if we substitute x with -x and f with - f . H the two are different on the 
left third we divide this into four subcases depending upon the common value to the left 
of this interval. The subcases are: the value is larger than both the values of c and d, the 
value is smaller than both the values of c or d or the value is equal to one of the values. 
In each case the derivative is equal to zero. • 

Using a similar technique we can prove a corresponding theorem for the two dimen
sional case: 

Theorem 3.3. Let u(t, x, y) and v(t, x, y) be solutions of 1.1 with the initial conditions 

u(O,x,y) = uo(x,y) 

v(O,x,y) = vo(x,y) 

where uo and vo are poygonwise constant step functions with compact support on a finite 
number of polygons. Let f and g be piecewise linear continuous with a finite number of 
breakpoints. Then we have 

j J ju(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)jdxdy $ J J juo(x, y)- v0 (x, y)jdxdy. 

Proof: We will prove that 

:t (j J ju(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)jdxdy) $ 0 

It is sufficient to show this for t = 0 We may assume that u0 and v0 are constant on the 
same polygons which are triangles that we number {Ti}. As in the one dimensional case 
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we define a sequence { uo,i} and { Ui} such that uo,i - uo,i+I is the minimum possible . We 
divide each triangle where u0 and v0 are constant into three smaller triangles meeting at a 
point in the interior of the bigger triangle, uo,i and uo,i+I only differ on one of the smaller 
triangles where the difference is the minimum possible. To continue with the bookeeping 
we define an integer valued function F( i) such that 

{ v0 , if (x,y) E Tj j > F(i) 
uo,i(x, y) = v0 , if (x, y) E Tj j < F(i) 

Inside a triangle Ti, uo,i only has jumps which are minimal. We can find a constant M 
such that the speed of any triple point of Ui is less than M and that also M is a bound on 
lui - ui+1 l. Let N(t) be the union of the four balls of radius Mt about the triple points 
where uo,i and uo,i+I differ. See figure 7. We have that 

Therefore 

J J lui - Ui+IIdxdy = J J lui - ui+IIdxdy 

w W\m~ 

~ J J lui- Ui+IIdxdy + 47r(Mt)2 • M 
· R 2 \N(t) 

(/ J lui- ui+IIdxdy- j J luo,i - uo,i+IIdxdy) 
R2 R2 

which implies 

~ J J lui - Ui+IIdxdy - J J luo,i - uo,i+I ldxdy 
R 2\N(t) R2\N(t) 

+Ct2 - J J luo,i - uo,i+IIdxdy 
N(t) 

J J lui - Ui+II - luo,i - uo,i+IIdxdy + Ct2 

R 2 \N(t) 

! lo+ (/ J lui - Ui+IIdxdy) ~ f~ ~ ( J J lui- Ui+II - luo,i - uo,i+IIdxdy + Ct2 ) 

R2 R2\N(t) 

! lo+ ( J J lui- Ui+IIdxdy) + 0 
R 2 \N(t) 

=0 

\i\That regards the difference between uo,i and uo,i+I we have three cases, see figure 8. And 
since we are iri.terested in R 2 \ N(t) we can ignore what originates in N(t), if this is ignored 
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the difference in each of the three cases is a triangle moving with fixed speed, and the 
derivative in question is equal to zero. We therefore have that 

j j lui(t,x,y)- ui+l(t,x,y)ldxdy ~ J J iuo,i(x,y)- uo,i+l(x,y)ldxdy 

R2 R2 

and we can use the triangle inequality and sum to prove the theorem as in the one dimen
sional case. • 

To prove the next inequality we need two lemmas from [11]: 

Lemma 3.4. Let u(t,x) and v(t,x) be Jolution.s of 

with the initial condition 

u(O, x) = v(O, x) = { 
C1 

c2 

if X '?:_ 0 
if X< 0 

with f and g piecewi.se linear continuou.s and either 

Then 

c1 < c2 f and g convex 

c1 > c2 f and g concave 

a J 1max(cl,c2) a( iu(t,x)-v(t,x)ldx)~ . lf'(u)-g'(u)idu. 
t mm(c1 ,c2) 

Let now !cab denote the convex envelope of /l(a, b) 

Lenuna 3.5. Let f and g be piecwise linear on (a, b) . Then 

b rb 
llf~ab(u)- 9~ab(u)idu ~ Ja lf'(u)- g'(u)ldu 

A corresponding lemma holds for the concave envelope. 

These two lemmas together give for the Riemann problem of lemma 3.4 that 

J 1
max(cl ,c2) 

fu(t, x)- v(t, x)ldx ~ t · . lf'(u)- g'(u)idu 
min(c1 ,c2) 
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.. .._' 

Theorem 3.7. Let u(t,x,y) and v(t,x,y) be .'Jolutions of 

8u -
Bt + \7 · f(u) = 0 

: + V · g(v) = 0 

u(O,x,y) = v(O,x,y) = u0 (x,y) 

Where f = (fx,fy) and g = (gx,gy) are piecewise linear continuou.'J , u 0 '"' a bounded 
polygonwiJe constant Jtep function with compact Jupport. Then 

! (j j lu(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)ldxdy) ~ T.V.(x,y)lf(u(x, y))- g(u(x, y)) I 

where the notation on the left will be explained in the proof. 

Proof: If f(x,y) is a function let hy(x) = f(x,y); x fixed. Similarely for hx(Y)· If then 
J T.V.xlhy(x)ldy+ J T.V.ylhx(Y)Idx < oo, we call this number T.V.(x,y)lf(x, y)l. We have 
that this is equivalent to J J llgradflldxdy, where gradf is to be interpreted as a measure, 
this is then the total variation of this measure. If [is a vector T.V.(J) is the sum of the 
total variation of each component function. 

It is sufficient to prove this inequality at t = 0, since for sufficiently small time u and 
v are self similar about the points where several values of u0 meet, and for such small t 
the integral is linear in t. We number the fronts of u0 (index j), and each front divides 
between Cjk k = 1, 2. Let the length of that front be Lj. As in the proof of the last theorem 
we can find a constant M such that the speed of any triple point of u or v is less then M, 
and J..,f is also a bound on I vI and lu 1- Now consider front j. Divide the area around that 
front in three; two sectors of radius Mt0 about the endpoints of the front, and a strip on 
both of the remaining parts of the front. Fort < t0 we may use 3.6 integrating across the 
front, and then integrate along it. Let ai be the total of the abovementioned area, and let 
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Nj(t0 ) be the parts around the endpoints. Then we have 

j j lu(t,x,y)- v(t,x,y)!dxdy = j j lu(t,x,y)- v(t,x,y)!dxdy 

Oj Oj \N(to) 

which implies 

-.! j lu(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)!dxdy 
N(to) 

:5 j j lu(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)!dxdy 

Oj \N(to) 

1maxCjA: 

:5 tLj . If· n'(u)- g. n'(u)ldu + Kt~ 
IDillCj A: 

n is unit normal 

< tL 1~axci'= 1]\u)- §'(u)!du + Kt~ 
IDinCjA: 

L = max{Lj} 

. j j lu(t,x,y) -v(t,x,y)!dxdy- j jlu(O,x,y)-v(O,x,y)ldxdy 

We have that t :5 t0 , but when t ~ 0, we can also let t0 become small. So 

E~~ ( ~ (j j !u(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)ldxdy- o)) 

:5 lim(~tL(1maxcik 1/'(u)- g(u)!du + Kt~)) 
t-o t minci k 

= L ·1~axcik IJ'(u)- g(u)!du 
lillllCjk 

since the last term can be made arbitrarely small. Outside a = Uai we have that u = v 
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for sufficientley small time. For derivatives taken at t = 0 we have 

! J J !u(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)!dxdy = ! t)J J !u(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)!dxdy) 
o J-l o· 

J 

< t L; ·1~axcj~c lf'(u)- g(u)!du 
j=l IlllnCjlc 

We can now introduce coordinates ( "7i, 'Yi) along and perpendicular to the front respectivly, 
defined in a small neigbourhood of the front, let u( "7, -y) be equal to u0 outside of this 
neighbourhood but u is continuous and ~! = 0. See figure 9. Then we can change variables 
to get 

If we sum this over all fronts 

2 ! (j j lu(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)!dxdy) < ~ j j llgrad(fi(u(x, y))- 9i(u(x, y))) lldxdy 
I 

= T.V.(x,y)lj(u(x,y))- g(u(x,y))l 

To pro...-e this inequality for any t we use the triangle inequality. Let TV(u, t) denote 
the right side of the inequality in the theorem. Let t1 be the time of the first collision 
between multiple points. Let w(t,x,y) be defined for t 1 < t < t2 which is the time of the 
second such collision, by 

ow -8t + '\1· f(w) = 0 

w(t1,x,y) = v(t1,x,y) 

Then we can use theorem 3.3 and what we have just shown to obtain for t 1 < t < t 2 : 

J j lu - v!dxdy ~ j j lu- w!dxdy + j j lw- v!dxdy 

~ j j !u(ti, x, y)- w(t1, x, y)!dxdy + (t- ti)TV(u, ti) 

~ t 1 TV( u, 0) + (t- ti)Tl'( u, 0) 

since Tl'(u.t 1 ) is smaller or equal to TV(u,O) because Tl'(u,t) is smaller or equal to 
TV( ii, 0) and the two functions take values in the same range. I 
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4. Convergence 

Theorem 4.1. Let u0 (x, y) be a meaJurable bounded function R 2 --+ R with compact 

support. Let J( s) be a function R --+ R2 which is continuoUJ and Jmooth almost everywhere. 
Then there exists a unique function u(t,x,y) which for each t :5 T iJ in L1(R2 ) and in the 
weak sense Jatisfies: 

au -at +V'·f(u)=O 

u(O, x, y) = uo(x, y) 

and that for each polygon wise constant bounded v0 ( x, y ), for all piecewise linear continuous 
g(s) we have 

J j iu(t, x, y)- v(t, x, Y)l!dy :5 

j j luo(x, y)- vo(x, y)1dxdy + tT.V.(x,y) l[(u(x, y)) - g(u(x, y)) I 

where u is aJ in the last theorem, and the function v = v(t, x, y) is the entropy weak solution 
of 

av + V' . g( v) = 0 at 
v(O,x,y) = v0 (x,y). 

Proof: Define uo,n(x, y) to be a sequence of polygonwise constant step functions appprox
imating uo in L1. Let Nn be the number of fronts of uo,n(x, y), and let Cn = maxi:::;n{ Ni}· 

\Ve have that f = (!I, h) and that fi is inL1( -M, M) since they are bounded and de
fined almost everywhere. We choose a sequence of step functions approximating J' in 
L1 ( -M, M): {"in}} such that: 

4.2 

4.3 

Since we haYe that step functions are dense in L1, we can find such a sequence as long as 
{Ci} is independent of {"in}· 

Vve now define [n ( s) by 

J:(s) = !( -M) + js 9n(t)dt 
-M 
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Here M is a bound on uo . We define un(t, x, y) to be the solution of 

GUn -7ft+ \7 · fn(un) = 0 

Un(O,x,y) = Uo,n(x,y). 

Let m > n, uo,m can be a refinement of uo,n(x, y). We have 

J J lun(t, x, y)- Um(t, x, Y)ldxdy::; 

j j iuo,n(x, y)- uo, m(x, y)ldxdy + tT.V.(x,y)li:(u(x, y))- J7n (u(x, y)) I 

where U = u(x, y) is constructed from Uo,m· 

2 

T.V.(x,y)li:(u(x,y))- J7n(u(x,y))l = l::(T.V.(x,y)l!i,n(u(x,y))- fi,m(u(x,y))i) 
i 

T.V.(z,y)i!i,n(u(x,y)) -li,m(u(x,y))l = 

j T.V.zlfi,n (u(x, y)) -li,m (u(x, y)) ldy + j T.V.yl/i,n(u(x, y))- /i,m (u(x, y)) ldx 

and 

M 

T.V.zlfi,n(u(x,y))- h,m(u(x,y))l :S Nm 1 lf:,n(s)- J:,m(s)lds 
-M 

Therefore 

= Nmllgi,n- gi,mi!L1 

1 
<--n 

Tv 1/ .... (-( ))-/ .... (-( ))I 4·dia.met.P.rofsupport(uo) · ·(x,y) n U X, Y m U x, y ::; ----~-.:.__..;_;_ 
n 

\Ve have that uo,n(x, y) is Cauchy in £: 1(R2 ). Then we obtain 

1T J J iun(t, x, y)- um(t, x, y)ldxdydt::; 

T · j j luo,n( x, y)- uo,m(x, y)idxdy + ~T2 ( T.V.(x,y) li: (u( x, y )) - J7n (u( x, y)) 1) 
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•. 

:.,~ .-.~,; ~.-·,.,_,..rr_,•-~:'·~----'"':-· -~--~·· ;.'.": ~~-

which goes to zero as n, m -+ oo. Un is Cauchy in L1([0 : T] x R2 ) and we can define 
u(t,x,y) as 

u(t,x,y) = lim(un(t,x,y)). 
n 

By construction we have that all Un are weak solutions. Therefore for all appropriate 
test functions tf>(t, x, y): 

liT j j(u- un)tf>t + (f(u) -/n(un))V · t/>dxdydt + j j(uo- uo,n)t/>(O,x,y)dxdy' 
t=O 

T 

< 1 j j l(u- un)ll4>tldxdydt+ 

1T j jlf(u) -f:(un)I!V · 4>ldxdydt + j j luo- uo,nllt/>(0, x, Y)ldxdy 
t=O 

By construction the first and last term become small as n-+ oo. Since IV· 4>1 is bounded, 

for the middle term it suffices to show that: limn-+oo Jt J JIJ(u)- t:(un)jdxdydt = 0 . 
We have that · 

!i(u)- f:(u)l <liP- g~IIL 1 -+ 0 as n-+ oo 

that is fn -+ f uniformly. f is also continuous on [-M, M] and therefore uniformly 
continuous there. 

1T j j lf(u) -{n(un)ldxdydt 5: 

1T j j li(u)- J(un)ldxdydt + 1T j J IRun)- f:(un)ldxdydt 

The first of these terms will tend to 0 because j( s) is uniformly continuous , the second 
because f n -+ f uniformly. Thus u = lim Un is a weak solution. 

Now let v(t, x, y) be the v-function in the theorem. 

j j lu(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)ldxdy 5: j j lu- uildxdy + j j lui- vldxdy 

5: j j lu- uildxdy+ J J lvo- uoldxdy + j j luo- uo,ildxdy 

+t. T.V ·(x,y) lf(u(x' y)) - g(u(x, y)) I+ t. T.V.(x,y) lh (u( x, y)) - [( u(x, y)) I 

Here u is constructed from uo,i· To prove the inquality in the theorem we must show that 
the first, third and last terms tend to zero as i-+ oo. The first two do so by construction. 
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Let { s i} { be a partition approximating the T.V. norm such that 

J 

T.V.,Ifi- fn,il ~ Llfi(sj)- fn,i(sj)- (fi(si+1)- fn,i(si+d)j + € 

1 

J 1"j+l = L lfi(s)-f~,i(s)!ds+e 
1 Bj 

M 

< lM lf/(s)- f~,i(s)!ds + e 

; fori = 1, 2 

this holds for any e > 0, which implies 

T.V.,Ifi- fn,il ~1M lff(s)- f~,i(s)lds. 
-M 

We can now repeat each step in the argument where we showed that 
T.V.(:r:,y) If: (u(x, y))- !: (u(x, y)) I -+ 0 to show that T.V.(:r:,y) If( u(x, y))- h(u(x, y)) I -+ 

0 using condition 4.3. 
Let w( t, x, y) be another function which satisfies the inequality in the theorem . 

. J J lu- wldxdy ~ J J lu- Uildxdy + J J lui- wjdxdy 

~ J jlu-uddxdy+ J jluo,i-woldxdy+T.V.(x,y)l[(u(x,y))-h(ii(x,y))l 

The first two terms tend to zero since w0 = u 0 , and in the existence part of this theorem 
we showed that the last term tend to zero. Therefore u = w almost everywhere. il 

We remark that the integral inequality in the theorem remains valid also if the integral 
at t = 0 is taken over eg. a rectangle, the left hand integral should then be taken over the 
same region magnified by a factor M; a bound on If!. 

5. The entropy condition 

Theorem 5.1. Let u(t, x, y) be the weak Jolution conJtructed in the laJt theorem. As
sume u(t,x,y) haJ diJontinuities which are piecewiJe Jmooth surfaces in (t,x,y). Then 
u(t,x,y)satisjieJ the Oleinik entropy condition everywhere where the limits u+ and u_ aJ 
( t, x, y) approacheJ a discontinuity from each Jide iJ defined. 

Proof: Let p be a point on the discontinuity surface where the entropy condition is vio
lated. We ·will prove that if u(t, x, y)is continuous on each side of this surface this implies 
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a contradiction. We may assume that p is the origin, and that the surface is tangential to 
the x-axis and normal to the y-axis at p. Let 

u_ = lim u(O, x, y) 
x-o,y-o_ 

We may assume u_ < u+. Since the entropy condition is violated at p, for a z E [u_, u+] 
we have that: (ii is unit normal to surface) 

n·J(z)-ii·J(u_) = n·J(u+)-ii·J(u_) -B=s-B 
z- u_ u+- u_ 

for a B > 0. 
We can now find a function h(s) which is linear in (u_, u+) and h(u-) = J(u_) and 

ii · h'(u-) =sand 

-(J(z) · n- h(z) · n) > C > 0 

Sice u is continuous on each side of the discontinuity we can approximate u with a function 
v defined by: 

{ u if y < st 
v(t,x,y)= - .f u+ 1 y > st 

Let D = [-6,8) 2 • Then we have 

j j iu(t, x, y)- v(t, x, y)ldxdy < 0( 82 ) + O(t2 ) 

J) 

since we can choose -8 such that lu- vi < 8 on D by the continuity of u on each side of the 
discontinuity surface at p. 

Let now w be the entropy solution to the problem 

Then 

8w + \7 . g( w) = 0 at 
w(O,x,y) = v(O,x,y) 

j j lw(t, x, y)- u(t, x, y)ldxd~:::; 
D 

j j lw(O,x,y)- u(O,x,y)ldxdy +t · 8T.V.uE[u-,u+JI[(u)- g(u)i 
D 

16 
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But v is also the entropy solution of 

8v ... 
8t + v . h( v) = 0 

v(O, x, y) = v(O, x, y) 

We then have that: 

J J lw(t, x, y)-v(t, x, y)jdxdy = St 1:+ l(g(t). n)~- (h(t). n)'ldt 
D 

= 0( 8)t uz+ --u~- (h(z). ii- j(z). n- (g(z). ii- j(z). ii)) 

> 0(8)t uz+ --uu __ ( C + (f(z) · ii- g(z) · ii)) 

We also have that 

J J lv- wjdxdy $ J J lv- ujdxdy + J J lu- wjdxdy. 

We choose g(s) u such that g(z) = J(z) and T.V.j[- 9l < €. Then this less than 

but also greater than 
t0(8)K 

for some K > 0, which is a contradiction. • 
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